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AbstratIn this paper some operations are desribed that transform every graph into a perfet graphby replaing nodes with sets of new nodes. The transformation is done in suh a way thatevery stable set in the perfet graph orresponds to a stable set in the original graph. Theseoperations an be used in an augmentation proedure for �nding a maximum weighted stableset in a graph. Starting with a stable set in a given graph one de�nes a simplex type tableauwhose assoiated basi feasible solution is the inidene vetor of the stable set. In an iterativefashion, nonbasi olumns that would lead to pivoting into nonintegral basi feasible solutions,are replaed by new olumns that one an read o� from speial graph strutures suh as oddholes, odd antiholes, and various generalizations. Eventually, either a pivot leading to an integralbasi feasible solution is performed, or the optimality of the urrent solution is proved.Key words: Stable set problem, perfet graphs, primal integer programming.Manfred Padberg is the sienti� father, or the sienti� grandfather, or the sienti�great grandfather of eah of the �ve authors. This paper is dediated to him on theoasion of his 60th birthday.





3.1. IntrodutionThe stable set problem (or node paking problem) is one of the most studied problems in om-binatorial optimization. It an be de�ned as follows: Let (G; ) be a weighted graph, whereG = (V;E) is a graph with n = jV j nodes and m = jEj edges and  2 RV+ is a node funtion thatassigns a weight to eah node of G. A set S � V is alled stable if its nodes are pairwise nonad-jaent in G. The problem is to �nd a stable set S� in G of maximum weight (S�) =Pv2S� v.The value (S�) is alled the -weighted stability number �(G) of the graph G.This problem is equivalent to maximizing the linear funtion Pv2S vxv over the stable setpolytope PG, the onvex hull of the inidene vetors of all the stable sets of G. Thus linearprogramming tehniques an be used to solve the problem, provided that an expliit desriptionof the polytope is given. It is nowadays well known that, the stable set problem being NP-hard,it is very unlikely that suh a desription an be found for instanes of arbitrary size. Moreover,even if a partial desription is at hand, due to the enormous number of inequalities, it is notobvious how to turn this knowledge into a useful algorithmi tool.Despite these diÆulties, the literature in ombinatorial optimization of the last thirty yearsabounds with suessful studies where nontrivial instanes of NP-hard problems were solved witha utting plane proedure based on the generation of strong uts obtained from inequalities thatde�ne faets of ertain polytopes.The idea of using faet-de�ning inequalities in a utting plane algorithm was proposed byPadberg in [20℄ and pursued in many other papers of his. His ontribution goes muh beyondthe advanes in the knowledge of the stable set problem and its polytope, as it inuened thedevelopments of the following three deades in polyhedral ombinatoris and in omputationalombinatorial optimization.The basi integer linear programming formulation of the problem is obtained by adding theintegrality requirement on the variables to the following system:xu + xv � 1 for eah edge (u; v) in Gxv � 0 for eah node v 2 V . (1)Suh a system is alled the edge-node formulation and provides a relaxation of PG that has beenstudied in depth in [20℄ where it is proved that its solutions have values in the set f0; 1=2; 1g.A set Q � V is alled a lique if its nodes are pairwise adjaent in G. In [20℄ it is proved thatfor every lique Q of G the lique inequalityXv2Qxv � 1de�nes a faet of PG as long as Q is maximal with respet to set inlusion. If in (1) insteadof one inequality per edge we have a lique inequality per maximal lique, we obtain the liqueformulation: Pv2Q xv � 1 for eah lique Q in Gxv 2 f0; 1g for eah node v 2 V ,whih provides a tighter relaxation of PG.Let C � V be a set of nodes suh that G[C℄, the subgraph of G indued by C, is a yle ofodd length. If the yle is hordless, it is alled an odd hole, and the inequalityXv2C xv � jCj � 12



4.is alled an odd-hole inequality. This inequality was proved in [20℄ to de�ne a faet of PG[C℄. Inthe same paper a sequential lifting proedure is desribed that turns an odd-hole inequality, andatually any inequality de�ning a faet of the polytope assoiated with a subgraph of G, intoan inequality faet-de�ning for PG.After the work of Padberg, several other results were produed on the struture of the stable setpolytope. Among the faet-de�ning inequalities that were haraterized we mention the antiholeinequalities introdued by [19℄; their de�nition is as for the hole inequalities, exept that thesubgraph indued by C is not a hordless yle but its omplement (a so-alled odd antihole).For a list of referenes to further faet-de�ning inequalities for whih a haraterization is known,we refer to, e.g., Bornd�orfer [5℄.It is not a trivial task to exploit this vast amount of knowledge on the stable set polytope todevise an e�etive utting plane algorithm that is able to solve non trivial instanes of large size.Among the few attempts, we mention the ones of Nemhauser and Sigismondi [18℄ and of Balas etal. [1℄. Unlike the ase of other NP-hard problems, polyhedrally based utting plane algorithmsfor the stable set problem have not yet shown their superiority over alternative methods. On theother hand, several approahes have been tried to solve diÆult instanes. For a olletion ofpapers on algorithms for the stable set problem and for a reent survey on the subjet, see [16℄and [4℄, respetively.The utting plane proedure mentioned before has a \dual avor," in the sense that theurrent solution is infeasible until the end, when feasibility and hene optimality is reahed. Aprimal utting plane proedure was �rst proposed by Young [22℄: One starts with an integralbasi feasible solution, then either pivots leading to integral solutions are performed or uts aregenerated that are satis�ed by the urrent solution at equality. Padberg and Hong [21℄ were the�rst to propose a similar primal proedure based on strong polyhedral utting planes. Thesekinds of algorithms produe a path of adjaent verties of the polytope assoiated with theproblem.A profound study of the vertex adjaeny for the polytope of the set partitioning problemwas produed by Balas and Padberg [2℄. They provided the theoretial bakground for therealization of a primal algorithm that produes a sequene of adjaent verties of the polytope,ending with the optimal solution. Their basi tehnique was to replae a olumn of the urrentsimplex tableau with a set of new olumns in order to guarantee the next pivot to lead to anintegral basi feasible solution.These ideas were generalized to the ase of general integer programming by Haus, K�oppe, andWeismantel [13, 15℄, who alled their method the \Integral Basis Method." This method doesneither require utting planes nor enumeration tehniques. In eah major step the algorithmeither returns an augmenting diretion that is appliable at the given feasible point and yields anew feasible point with better objetive funtion value or provides a proof that the point underonsideration is optimal. This is ahieved by iteratively substituting one olumn by olumnsthat orrespond to irreduible solutions of a system of linear diophantine inequalities. A detaileddesription of the method is given in the papers [14, 15℄.The present paper provides some �rst graph theoretial tools for a primal algorithm for thestable set problem in the same vein as the work of Balas and Padberg and of Haus, K�oppe, andWeismantel.The ardinality of the largest stable set of a graph G = (V;E) is alled the stability numberof G and denoted by �(G). The minimum number of liques of G whose union oinides with Vis alled the lique overing number of G and denoted by �(G). A graph G is perfet if andonly if �(G0) = �(G0) for all subgraphs G0 of G indued by subsets of its node set V . For the



5.fundamentals on perfet graphs and balaned matries and on their onnetions, whih will beused throughout the paper, we refer to, e.g., [6℄.A graph is perfet if and only if its lique formulation de�nes an integral polytope. Moreover,for perfet graphs the stability number an be omputed in polynomial time [10℄; thus, alsothe separation problem for PG is polynomially solvable in this ase. Therefore, one an devisea primal utting plane algorithm for the stable set problem for perfet graphs. We start, forexample, with the edge formulation and with a basi feasible solution orresponding to a stableset. Then we perform simplex pivots until either we reah optimality or we produe a frationalsolution. In the latter ase we add lique inequalities to the formulation that make the frationalsolution infeasible, we step bak to the previous (integral) basi feasible solution, and we iterate.Suppose now that the graph is not perfet. We assume that at hand is a graph transformationthat in a �nite number of \steps to perfetion" transforms the original graph into a possiblylarger graph that is perfet. Then it may be possible to apply again the previous primal uttingplane proedure as follows: As soon as the frational solution annot be ut o� by liqueinequalities, beause other valid inequalities for PG would be neessary, we make one or more\steps to perfetion" until the lique formulation of the urrent graph makes the frationalsolution infeasible. This proedure eventually �nds an optimal stable set in the latest generatedgraph. It an be used for solving the original problem as long as the graph transformation issuh that the optimal stable set in this graph an be mapped into an optimal stable set in theoriginal graph.This proedure provides a motivation for this paper where in Setion 2 we de�ne valid trans-formations that have the desired properties mentioned above; in Setion 3 we translate the graphtransformations into algebrai operations on the simplex tableaux; �nally, in Setion 4, we givesome properties of the proposed transformations that may be useful when the primal algorithmskethed above is implemented.2. Valid Graph TransformationsThroughout this setion, we will denote by G0 = (V 0; E0) and 0 the graph and node-weightfuntion of the original weighted stable set problem, respetively. The purpose of this setion is todevise several types of transformations (G; ) 7! (G0; 0) with the property �(G) = �0(G0), i.e.,transformations maintaining the weighted stability number. After a sequene of those transfor-mations, a perfet graph G� with a node-weight funtion � will be produed. In perfet graphsthe stability number an be omputed in polynomial time [10℄. Moreover, the �-weighted stableset problem in G� an be solved with linear programming over the maximal-lique formulationof G�.Typially, one is not only interested in the weighted stability number of a graph but also ina stable set where the maximum is attained. Thus, one the �-weighted stable set problemin G� is solved, one would like to reover a orresponding maximum 0-weighted stable set inthe original graph G0. For this purpose, we shall attah a node labeling � : V ! 2V 0 to eahgraph G = (V;E). This labeling assigns a stable set �(v) � V 0 in the original graph to eahnode v 2 V . The label of a node also determines its weight by the setting(v) = Xu2�(v) 0(u) for v 2 V . (2)Thus, eah node represents a partial stable set on�guration in the original graph. For brevityof notation, we shall de�ne �0 : V 0 ! 2V 0 by �0(v) = fvg for v 2 V 0.



6.Now, given a stable set S � V in G with labeling �, we intend to reonstrut a stableset S0 � V 0 in G0 by S0 = [s2S �(s). (3)For this to work, we need to impose some properties on a labeling.De�nition 1 (valid labeling). Let G = (V;E) be a graph. A mapping � : V ! 2V 0 is alleda valid node labeling of G (with respet to G0) if the following onditions hold:(a) For v 2 V , �(v) is a nonempty stable set in G0.(b) For every two distint nodes u; v 2 V with �(u) \ �(v) 6= ;, the edge (u; v) is in E; i.e.,nodes with nondisjoint labels annot be in the same stable set.() Let u; v 2 V be distint nodes. If there exists an edge (u0; v0) 2 E0 with u0 2 �(u) andv0 2 �(v), then the edge (u; v) belongs to E.Note that for a valid labeling � the union in equation (3) is disjoint, and it gives a stable setin G0.Lemma 2. Let � be a valid labeling of a graph G = (V;E) and let  : V ! R+ be de�ned by (2).Let S be a stable set in G. Then S0 = Ss2S �(s) is a stable set in G0 with 0(S0) = (S).Proof. Assume that u0; v0 2 S0 are distint nodes with (u0; v0) 2 E0. There exist u; v 2 S suhthat u0 2 �(u) and v0 2 �(v). If u 6= v, ondition () of De�nition 1 implies that (u; v) 2 E,thus S is not stable in G, ontrary to the assumption. Otherwise, if u = v, the set �(u) is notstable in G0, ontraditing ondition (a) of De�nition 1. Hene, S0 is a stable set in G0.Finally, note that the union Ss2S �(s) is disjoint due to ondition (b) of De�nition 1. There-fore, (S) =Ps2S (s) =Ps2SPs02�(s) 0(s0) = 0(S0).De�nition 3 (faithful labeling). Let � be a valid labeling of a graph G = (V;E) with respetto G0 and let  : V ! R+ be de�ned by (2). We all � a faithful labeling of G if for every stableset S in G that has maximum weight with respet to , the stable set S0 = Ss2S �(s) in G0has maximum weight with respet to 0. A faithfully labeled graph (G; ; �) is a weighted graph(G; ) with a faithful labeling �.De�nition 4 (valid transformation). A valid graph transformation is a transformation thatturns a faithfully labeled graph (G; ; �) into a faithfully labeled graph (G0; 0; �0).Throughout this paper, we shall only make use of a simple type of valid graph transformation,whih an be haraterized with the following lemma:Lemma 5. Let G = (V;E) be a graph with a faithful labeling � : V ! 2V 0 with respet to G0.Let G0 = (V 0; E0) be a graph with a valid labeling � : V 0 ! 2V with respet to G, suh that forevery stable set S in G, there is a stable set S0 in G0 with S = Ss02S0 �(s0). Then �0 : V 0 ! 2V 0 ,de�ned by �0(v0) = Sv2�(v0) �(v) for v0 2 V 0, is a faithful labeling of G0 with respet to G0, and(G; ; �) 7! (G0; 0; �0) is a valid graph transformation.



7.Proof. Obviously, �0 is a valid labeling of G0 with respet to G0. Now let S0 be a stable set in G0that has maximum weight with respet to 0. Let S = Ss02S0 �(s0). Sine � is a valid labelingof G0 with respet to G, the set S is stable in G, and we have0(S0) =Xs02S0 Xs02�0(s0)0(s0) =Xs02S0 Xs2�(s0) Xs02�(s)0(s0) =Xs02S0 Xs2�(s0)(s) = (S). (4)Suppose that there is a stable set ~S with ( ~S) > (S). Then there exists a stable set ~S0 in G0 with~S = Ss02 ~S0 �(s0). Sine (4) also holds when S0 and S are replaed by ~S0 and ~S, respetively, wehave 0( ~S0) > 0(S0), whih is a ontradition to the assumption. Hene, �0 is a faithful labelingof G0 with respet to G0.We �rst onsider a very simple transformation. Take an odd path of nodes in G,P = (v1; v2; : : : ; v2l; v2l+1) ;that together with the edge (v2l+1; v1) forms an odd hole (see Figure 1). Let S be a stable setin G with v1 2 S. Sine there are at most l elements of S in P , there exists an index i suhthat both v2i and v2i+1 are not in S. Therefore, if we replae v1 by l pairwise adjaent opiesw1; : : : ; wl, where wi is adjaent to both v2i and v2i+1, for i = 1; : : : ; l, it is not diÆult to seethat any stable set in G orresponds to a stable set in the new graph. The advantage of applyingsuh an operation is, as will be made lear in the following, that in the new graph the odd holehas disappeared. This observation motivates the following de�nition.The set of all nodes in G adjaent to a node v is denoted by NG(v).De�nition 6 (node-path substitutions). Let G = (V;E) be a graph with a valid nodelabeling � : V ! 2V0 . For some l > 0, letP = (v1; v2; : : : ; v2l; v2l+1)be a sequene of nodes of V suh that vi is adjaent to vi+1 for i = 1; : : : ; 2l. We all P an oddpath of nodes; see Figure 1. A node-path substitution along P that transforms a graph G witha valid labeling into a graph G0 with a labeling �0 is obtained in the following way:� replae v1 by the lique W of new nodes, de�ned byW = � fw1; : : : ; wlg if v1 and v2l+1 are adjaent in G,fw1; : : : ; wl; tg otherwise;� for w 2W onnet w to all nodes of NG(v1);� for i 2 f1; : : : ; lg onnet wi to both v2i and v2i+1, then set �0(wi) = �(v1);� onnet node t (if it is present in W ) to v2l+1 and all nodes of NG(v2l+1), then set �0(t) =�(v1) [ �(v2l+1).The following de�nition gives a generalization of the node-path substitution.De�nition 7 (lique-path substitutions). Let G = (V;E) be a graph with a valid nodelabeling � : V ! 2V0 . For some l > 0, letP = (Q1 = fv1g; Q2; : : : ; Q2l+1)



8.
v1 v2 v4 v2lv3 v5 v2l+1� � �

Figure 1: An odd path of nodesbe a sequene of liques of G suh that Qi;i+1 := Qi[Qi+1 is a lique in G for all i 2 f1; : : : ; 2lg,and Qi \Qj = ; for i = j + 1 mod 2l + 1. We all P an odd path of liques. LetR = f v 2 Q2l+1 : v is not adjaent to v1 in G g . (5)A lique-path substitution along P that transforms a graphG with a valid labeling into a graphG0with a labeling �0 is obtained in the following way:� replae v1 by the lique of new nodesW = fw1; w2; : : : ; wlg [ f tr : r 2 R g ;� for w 2W onnet w to all nodes of NG(v1);� for i 2 f1; : : : ; lg onnet wi to all the nodes of Q2i;2i+1, then set �0(wi) = �(v1);� for r 2 R onnet tr to r and all the nodes of NG(r), then set �0(tr) = �(v1) [ �(r).In Figure 2 an odd path of liques is shown. In Figure 3, the graph G0 that is obtained by thelique-path substitution for the ase R = ; is shown. Note that, to unlutter the piture, someedges have been omitted, in fat all nodes wi are onneted with the nodes in Q2 and Q2l+1 nR.� � �v1 Q2 Q2l+1Q3 Q2lQ4 Q5
Figure 2: An odd path of liquesDe�nition 7 does not require the liquesQi to be pairwise disjoint; non-onseutive liques mayshare nodes. Obviously, when jQij = 1 for i = 2; : : : ; 2l+1 De�nition 7 reprodues De�nition 6.The labeling �0 obtained in a lique-path substitution is a valid labeling; indeed, it turns faithfullabelings into faithful labelings:Proposition 8. Clique-path substitutions are valid graph transformations.
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w2 wlw1

� � � Q2lQ3 Q4 Q2l+1Q2 Q5
Figure 3: Clique-path substitution with R = ;Proof. Let � be a faithful labeling of G. We shall make use of Lemma 5 to show that �0 is afaithful labeling of G0.To this end, let � : V 0 ! 2V be de�ned by �(wi) = fv1g for i 2 f1; : : : ; lg, �(tr) = fv1; rg forr 2 R and �(v) = fvg otherwise. Sine v1 is not adjaent to r for r 2 R, we have that � is avalid labeling of G0 with respet to G. Moreover, it is easy to see that �0(v0) = Sv2�(v0) �(v) forv0 2 V 0.Now let S be a stable set in G. If v1 =2 S, the set S is stable in G0 as well. Suppose thatv1 2 S. Sine v1 is onneted to all nodes of the lique Q2, we have that Q2 \ S = ;. If alsoQ3 \ S = ;, the set S0 = S n fv1g [ fw1g is stable in G0. Otherwise, Q4 \ S is empty, and wean repeat the argument until we reah the end of the path P . If �nally Q2l+1 \ S = ;, the setS0 = S n fv1g [ fwlg is stable in G0. Otherwise, sine the nodes in Q2l+1 n R are adjaent to v1in G, there is a node r 2 R \ S. Thus, S0 = S n fv1; rg [ ftrg is stable in G0.By this onstrution, for every stable set S in G we obtain a stable set S0 in G0 suh thatS = Ss02S0 �(s0). Hene, by Lemma 5, �0 is a faithful labeling of G0.In ertain ases, a lique-path substitution onverts an imperfet graph G into a perfetgraph G0.Lemma 9. If G is either an odd hole or an odd antihole, then there exists a node-path substi-tution suh that the resulting graph G0 is perfet.Proof. Let G be an odd hole with 2k + 1 nodes denoted by v1; : : : ; v2k+1. Pik node v1 andonsider the path P from v1 to v2k+1 through all nodes. Apply the node-path substitution ofnode v1 along P , and all the resulting graph G0. In Figure 4 both the original graph G and thetransformed graph G0 are shown for k = 2.Let W = fw1; w2; : : : ; wkg be the set of nodes replaing node v1. Consider the following liqueformulation assoiated with G0:Q1 : Pki=1 yi + x2 � 1Q2 : Pki=1 yi + x2k+1 � 1Q2i+1 : yi + x2i + x2i+1 � 1 for i = 1; : : : ; kQ2i : x2i�1 + x2i � 1 for i = 2; : : : ; kwhere variables yi orrespond to nodes wi and variables xi to nodes vi. We show that theonstraint matrix M of suh a formulation is balaned. This implies the perfetness of G (see,e.g., [6℄).
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Figure 4: Substitution of node 1 in an odd hole on 5 nodesWe onsider the row-olumn bipartite graph of the matrix M (see Figure 5), i.e., a graphonstruted by taking a node for eah row and eah olumn of M , and an edge for eah nonzeroentry of M onneting the nodes orresponding to its row and olumn. It is well known that Mis balaned if and only if the length of all holes of this graph is divisible by 4. It is easy to verifythat this is the ase for M . Hene the matrix is balaned and the laim follows.

Q2k+1
Q4 Q2kx7

yk�1
Q3 Q6 Q7 Q2k�1x2k+1x6 x2k�2

Q1 y2 y3 yk
x2k�1 x2k

Q2x2
x3 x4 x5y1 Q5

Figure 5: Bipartite graph assoiated with the lique matrix of graph G0Let G be an odd antihole with 2k+1 nodes, then we number the nodes in suh a fashion thatthe edge set of the omplement G of G is the odd holef(1; 2); (2; 3); : : : ; (2k; 2k + 1); (2k + 1; 1)g :Consider the yle of length �ve in G,f(1; 3); (3; 2k + 1); (2k + 1; 2); (2; 4); (1; 4)g :We selet node 1 and perform the node-path substitution along (1; 3; 2k + 1; 2; 4). That is, wereplae node 1 by two adjaent nodes 10 and 100. Node 10 will be onneted to all neighbors ofthe old node 1 and to the node 2k + 1, while node 100 will be onneted to the neighbors of theold node 1 and to the node 2. The resulting graph is alled G0. Its omplement G0 only ontains



11.the simple path �(100; 2); (2; 3); : : : ; (2k; 2k + 1); (2k + 1; 10)	 :Hene, G0 is perfet. By Lov�asz's Perfet Graph Theorem [17℄, G0 is perfet, too.Note that Lemma 9 implies that, if the Strong Perfet Graph Conjeture [3℄ is true, then wean transform every minimally imperfet graph into a perfet graph with a single lique-pathsubstitution.The following example gives an alternative substitution of a node in an antihole struture,whih illustrates the more general lique-path substitution.Example 10. Consider an odd antihole C2k+1 = (V;E) with 2k + 1 nodes, labeled from 1to 2k + 1. Pik node 1, then it is easy to verify that the set V n f1g an be partitioned intotwo liques: Qodd and Qeven. The former ontains all nodes with an odd label (exept node 1),the latter ontains all nodes with an even label. So we an onsider the following odd path ofliques: P = (f1g ; Qeven n f2g ; f2g ; Qodd n f3g ; f3g)Figure 6 shows the 7-antihole C7; the edges of the omplete subgraphs indued by the relevantliques in P are shown with thik lines. The graph G0 resulting from the lique-path substitution5 3721 4 6
Figure 6: A 7-antihole with a path of liques5 3724 6

100 10Figure 7: A 7-antihole after a lique-path transformationalong P has two new nodes 10 and 100 replaing node 1; node 10 is onneted to all nodes but 2,while node 100 is onneted to all nodes but 2k + 1. The graph G0 is shown in Figure 7. Theedges introdued by the lique-path substitution are drawn with dashed lines, whereas edgesmerely inherited from node 1 are drawn with a dotted line. The resulting graph is the same asthe one obtained by the node-path substitution of Lemma 9, hene it is perfet.



12.For any graph, it is easy to onstrut a �nite sequene of lique-path substitutions leading toa graph that is the disjoint union of omplete graphs, hene to a perfet graph:Lemma 11 (Finiteness). Let G = (V;E) be a graph. There exists a �nite sequene of lique-path substitutions leading to a perfet graph G� = (V;E).Proof. Sine lique-path substitutions work within one omponent, we may assume that G isonneted. Let Q � V be a lique in G that is maximal with respet to inlusion. If Q = V , weare done. Otherwise, let v1 2 V n Q suh that Q2 := Q \NG(v1) 6= ;. Let Q3 := Q n Q2. NowP = (v1; Q2; Q3) is an odd path of liques in G. The lique-path substitution along P leads toa graph G0, where all the new nodes have been adjoined to the lique Q. We ontinue with G0and a maximal lique in G0 ontaining the enlarged lique. Sine jV nQj dereases in eah stepby at least one, the proedure terminates with a omplete graph.However, we annot expet that an arbitrarily hosen sequene of lique-path substitutionsterminates, as the following example shows.Example 12. Let us onsider the graph G0 shown in Figure 8(a). The node-path substitutionalong the odd path of nodes (1; 2; 3; 4; 5), shown with bold edges, leads to the validly labeledgraph G1 shown in Figure 8(b). As G0 is an indued subgraph of G1 after renaming node 10to 1, the same node-path substitution an be performed ad in�nitum, adding two nodes (opiesof 100 and 1j5) in eah step.
(a) 541 32 (b) 5432 10 100 1j5Figure 8: The node-path substitution along the odd path of nodes (1; 2; 3; 4; 5)Remark 13 (The strution of Ebenegger et al.). In the paper [8℄, Ebenegger, Hammer,and de Werra desribe a onstrution that redues the stability number of a graph by 1; in thesubsequent papers [7, 11, 12℄ this is alled a strution. Here, we shall present a variant of thestrution that is a valid graph transformation, i.e., it maintains the weighted stability numberrather than reduing it. Let G = (V;E) be a graph. Let v0 2 V be an arbitrary node and letN(v0) = fv1; : : : ; vpg. The idea of the onstrution is the following: For eah stable set S in Gnot ontaining v0 but some of the nodes v1; : : : ; vp, there is a minimum index i 2 f1; : : : ; pgwith vi 2 S. For eah suh minimum index i, in G0 there is a layer of opies of those nodesvi; vi+1; : : : ; vp that are not adjaent to vi in G; these opies are alled vi;i; vi;i+1; : : : ; vi;p. Theseopies replae the original nodes v1; : : : ; vp. Within one layer, the vi;j inherits all the edges fromboth vi and vj in G, whereas nodes of di�erent layers are all onneted by edges. Figure 9illustrates the transformation; note that only edges between adjaent layers have been drawnhere and that node v0, whih is onneted to all new nodes, has been omitted. The algorithmiidea is to perform a sequene of strutions, yielding a graph whose stability number an beomputed easily. In the papers [7, 11, 12℄, it is shown that, for ertain lasses of graphs, thenumber of operations neessary is polynomially bounded. In the general ase, however, oneannot expet similar results to hold, sine the number of nodes in the problem may grow veryfast. We are not aware of a thorough omputational study of an algorithm based on strutions.
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v0 v2v3v5 v1

v4
v11 v23 v33v13 v22
v15 v25 v35 v45 v55v14 v24 v44Figure 9: A variant of the strution of a graphRemark 14 (Comparison to LP-based branh-and-bound proedures). We use a simpleexample to illustrate the possible advantage of a method based on valid graph transformations,ompared to LP-based branh-and-bound proedures. For k 2 f1; 2; : : : g and l 2 f2; 3; : : : g, letthe graph Ck2l+1 be the disjoint union of k odd holes C2l+1. The maximal lique formulation ofthe stable set problem in Ck2l+1 ismax Pki=1P2l+1j=1 xi;js. t. xi;j + xi;j+1 � 1 for i 2 f1; : : : ; kg and j 2 f1; : : : ; 2lg,xi;1 + xi;2l+1 � 1 for i 2 f1; : : : ; kg,xi;j 2 f0; 1g for i 2 f1; : : : ; kg and j 2 f1; : : : ; 2l + 1g. (6)The unique optimal solution to the LP relaxation of (6) is given by xi;j = 12 for i 2 f1; : : : ; kgand j 2 f1; : : : ; 2l + 1g. An LP-based branh-and-bound proedure would now selet one nodevariable, x1;1 say, and onsider the two subproblems obtained from (6) by �xing x1;1 at 0 and 1,respetively. The graph-theoreti interpretation of this variable �xing is that the opy of C2l+1orresponding to the node variables x1;� is turned into a perfet graph in both branhes, seeFigure 10. Hene, the optimal basi solutions to the LP relaxations of the subproblems attain
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Figure 10: Graph-theoreti interpretation of the branh operation on a frational node variablein an LP-based branh-and-bound proedure. The numbers shown aside the nodes are the nodevariable values in an optimal solution to the LP relaxation. (a) One of the opies of C5 in thegraph Ck5 . (b) Fixing the �rst node variable at zero. () Fixing the �rst node variable at one.



14.integral values there. Sine there remain k � 1 odd holes in both subproblems, the branh-and-bound proedure learly visits a number of subproblems exponential in k.On the other hand, a method using lique-path substitutions, whih performs the whole enu-meration impliitly, an turn the graph Ck2l+1 into a perfet, validly labeled graph (G; ; �) byperforming only k substitution steps of the type shown in Figure 4. The optimal solution to theLP relaxation of this formulation is integral, and the orresponding maximum stable set in theoriginal graph Ck2l+1 an be omputed by means of the node labeling �.3. Optimizing Over Stable SetsSine graph transformations transform weighted stable set problems to weighted stable set prob-lems, they an be used as a tool within any optimization algorithm for the stable set problem.In this setion, we will deal with weighted stable set problems in a spei� algorithmi frame-work, namely in a primal integer programming setting in the vein of work of Balas and Pad-berg [2℄ and of Haus, K�oppe, and Weismantel [13, 15℄. It will turn out that the graph trans-formations disussed in the previous setion an be re-interpreted as olumn operations in anintegral simplex tableau.First we need to �x an integer-programming formulation. We note that the problem of �ndinga maximum stable set in G = (V;E) with respet to the weight funtion  2 RV+ an beformulated as the following integer program:max >x : xv + xw + zv;w = 1 for (v; w) 2 E; x 2 f0; 1gV ; z 2 f0; 1gE : (7)Note that in this formulation zv;w is the slak variable of the edge (v; w) 2 E. A better integerprogramming formulation is ahieved when edges are replaed by liques of larger size. LetQ1; : : : ; Qk be liques in G that over all the edges of G, i.e., for every edge (v; w) 2 E there isan index i 2 f1; : : : ; kg suh that fv; wg � Qi. Note that this set of liques may not oinidewith all the maximal liques of the omplete lique formulation and that the liques may not bemaximal. Introduing a slak variable zQi for eah lique Qi, the weighted stable set problem isformulated as max >x : Xv2Qi xv + zQi = 1 for i 2 f1; : : : ; kg ; x � 0; z � 0; (8)x 2 ZV ; z 2 Zk: (9)This integer program is the starting point of our further investigations. We all (8) a maximal-lique formulation if all liquesQi, i = f1; : : : ; kg, are maximal. Moreover, if the set fQigi=f1;:::;kginludes all maximal liques of G, (8) is alled the omplete maximal-lique formulation.Now let S � V be a stable set in G. To onstrut a basi feasible solution assoiated with Swe selet for eah of the rows in the program (8) a basi variable as follows:� For every v 2 S, let iv be a row index suh that v 2 Qiv . We selet xv as the basi variableassoiated with the row iv of the tableau.� For eah of the remaining lique onstraints i we selet the slak variable zQi as theorresponding basi variable.Note that the indies iv are all distint, and hene the onstrution yields a basis orrespondingto S. As usual, let B and N denote the sets of basi and nonbasi variables, respetively. We



15.an now rewrite (8) in tableau formyB +A�1B ANyN = b(yB ; yN ) 2 Zn+k+ :The variables yj orrespond to node variables xv or slak variables zQi . We will heneforth all atableau obtained by this proedure a anonial tableau for S. Realizing the fat that the originalobjetive funtion was nonnegative on the nodes and zero on the slak variables, the followingobservation is immediate.Observation 15. Let N be the set of nonbasi variables in a anonial tableau for a stable set Sin the graph G. Then the redued ost of a nonbasi slak variable zQi is always nonpositive.The redued ost of a nonbasi node variable xk may be zero, negative or positive.Example 16. Let C5 be an odd hole on �ve nodes. The problem of �nding a stable set ofmaximum size in C5 is formulated as the following integer program:max x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5s:t: x1 + x2 + z12 = 1x2 + x3 + z23 = 1x3 + x4 + z34 = 1x4 + x5 + z45 = 1x1 + x5 + z15 = 1The onstrution desribed above for the stable set S = f3; 5g in C5 yields the following tableaufor S: max x1 � z23 � z45s:t: x3 + x2 + z23 = 1x5 + x4 + z45 = 1z34 � x2 + x4 � z23 = 0z15 � x4 + x1 � z45 = 0z12 + x2 + x1 = 1Starting from a basi feasible integer solution, the Balas{Padberg proedure [2℄ and the In-tegral Basis Method by Haus, K�oppe and Weismantel [13, 15℄ proeed as follows. As long asnondegenerate integral pivots are possible, suh steps are performed, improving the urrent ba-si feasible integer solution. When a solution is reahed that would only permit a degenerateintegral pivot, a \olumn-generation proedure" replaes some nonbasi olumns by new \om-posite" olumns, whih are nonnegative integral ombinations of nonbasi olumns in the urrenttableau. In this way, eventually olumns are generated that allow nondegenerate integral pivots,or optimality of the urrent basi feasible solution is proved.The Balas{Padberg proedure has not proven to be an eÆient algorithm for set partitioningproblems. Also the implementation of the Integral Basis Method as desribed in [14℄ shows arather weak omputational performane when applied to stable set problems. The reason is thatboth algorithms generate the omposite olumns to add to the tableau without making use ofthe graph-theoreti properties of the problem.The idea to improve the performane is to use \strong", \ombinatorial" omposite olumnswhenever possible, rather than the general omposite olumns derived from the tableau. Thisis where lique-path substitutions ome into play. In the following, we show how they an bedealt with in the integer programming setting.



16.De�nition 17 (odd alternating path of liques). Let G = (V;E) be a graph, � a faithfullabeling of G and let the node-weight funtion  : V ! R+ be de�ned by (2). Fix an integralsimplex tableau for a formulation of the -weighted stable set problem in G. Let xv1 be anonbasi variable of positive redued ost, and let P = (fv1g ; Q2; : : : ; Q2l+1) be an odd path ofliques in G. Again we denote by R the setR = f v 2 Q2l+1 : v is not adjaent to v1 in G g .For i 2 f1; : : : ; lg, assume there is a nonbasi slak variable zi for the liqueQ2i;2i+1 = Q2i[Q2i+1,and there is xji = 1 with ji 2 Q2i. Moreover, presume that all variables xv for v 2 R are nonbasi.In this setting, we all (fv1g ; Q2;3; Q4;5; : : : ; Q2l;2l+1)an odd alternating path of liques. If jQij = 1 for i 2 f2; : : : ; 2l + 1g, we all it an odd alternatingpath of nodes.In this setting, we are going to remove the olumn of the nonbasi variable xv1 from thetableau and replae it by nonbasi integral ombinations of other olumns of the tableau. Weshall use the notation xv ^ xw for a new variable assoiated with a olumn that is the sum ofthe olumns for xv and xw.De�nition 18. For an odd alternating path of liques(fv1g ; Q2;3; Q4;5; : : : ; Q2l;2l+1)we de�ne the orresponding alternating-path substitution in the tableau as follows: substitute xv1by new binary variables aording to the following olumn operations:� ur = xv1 ^ xr for all r 2 R,� yi = xv1 ^ zi for all i 2 f1; : : : ; lg,where all new variables are nonbasi and 0/1.Observation 19. Let �x and �z denote the variables x and z, respetively, in the formulationobtained after the substitution. Then we an map a solution of the new formulation bak intoa solution of the old formulation via the following relations:xv1 =Pli=1 yi +Pr2R ur, (10a)xr = �xr + ur for all r 2 R, (10b)zi = �zi + yi for all i 2 f1; : : : ; lg. (10)For all other variables, we have xv = �xv and zi = �zi. In the following we will denote by F ageneri formulation of type (8), by SP (F) the formulation obtained by applying an alternating-path substitution along P to F . Moreover, given a formulation F 0 = SP (F), we will denoteby RP (F 0) the formulation obtained by applying the mapping (10a)-(10) to F 0.Lemma 20. The integer program obtained by a sequene of alternating-path substitutions is aninteger programming formulation of the stable set problem in G; the optimal solutions translateinto the maximum stable sets in G via the iterated mapping (10).



17.Proof. Let (G0; 0; �0) denote the labeled graph obtained from (G; ; �) by performing the lique-path substitution along P = (v1; Q2; Q3; : : : ; Q2l; Q2l+1).As in De�nition 7, let tr for r 2 R and wi for i 2 f1; : : : ; lg denote the new nodes arising fromthe substitution. We show that the problem resulting from the above olumn operations is aformulation of the 0-weighted stable set problem in G0.The key is to realize that the new variables orrespond to the new nodes in the following way:(i) For i 2 f1; : : : ; lg, variable yi = xv1 ^ zi orresponds to the new node wi.(ii) For r 2 R, variable ur = xv1 ^ xr orresponds to the new node tr.To verify (i), let i 2 f1; : : : ; lg and note that the original formulation of the -weighted stableset problem in G implies the following inequalities and equations:xv1 + xv � 1 for v 2 NG(v1),Pv2Q2i;2i+1 xv + zi � 1.By (10), we obtain: Pli=1 yi +Pr2R ur + �xv � 1 for v 2 NG(v1),Pv2Q2i;2i+1 �xv +Pv2Q2i;2i+1\R uv + �zi + yi = 1.Hene, for all variables xt orresponding to the neighbors t 2 NG0(wi), as given by De�nition 7,the new formulation implies an inequality xt + yi � 1. The orrespondene (ii) an be veri�edanalogously.Example 21 (Example 16 ontinued). For the stable set problem introdued in Example 16,the path P = (1; f2; 3g ; f4; 5g)is an alternating path of liques. The slak variables z23 and z45 are both nonbasi. Now x1is the variable in the tableau with positive redued ost. Sine the edge (1; 5) is present in G,we substitute variable x1 by the two variables x01 = x1 ^ z23 and x001 = x1 ^ z45 orrespondingto the two sums of olumn 1 and the olumns assoiated with z23 and z45, respetively. Notethat in this example the redued ost of the two new nonbasi olumns are 0. Hene, we havea erti�ate that S is indeed optimal.This illustrates the most fortunate situation for our algorithmi framework: The alternating-path substitution has not only turned the graph G into a perfet graph, as shown in Lemma 9,but we also obtain an integral tableau with a linear-programming erti�ate for optimality.4. Properties of Alternating-Path SubstitutionsThe destrution of one odd hole via our olumn substitution proedure has the prie that weneed to enlarge the original stable set problem signi�antly. One might argue that beause ofthis enlargement of the graph it might algorithmially be more tratable to add just one odd-hole utting plane to the initial formulation. The drawbak of the latter approah is, however,



18.that odd-hole uts de�ne faets for the stable set polytope assoiated with a graph that is theodd hole itself. For an arbitrary graph that ontains an odd hole as an indued subgraph liftingbeomes neessary to strengthen an odd hole ut. However, it is not known how to separateeah lifted inequality in polynomial time. Therefore, utting-plane proedures apply heuristitehniques (exat or heuristi sequential lifting) to strengthen an odd hole ut. In ontrast, ourproedure automatially deals with graph strutures where a ut approah would need lifting,as the following example shows.Example 22. Let G = (V;E) be an odd wheel involving 2k nodes. The �rst 2k � 1 nodes,numbered from 1 to 2k � 1, form an odd hole. The additional node is alled the hub andis denoted by h. This node h is adjaent to all nodes on the hole. Assoiated with suh aon�guration is an odd wheel inequality that an be seen as a lifted odd-hole inequality,2k�1Xi=1 xi + (k � 1)xh � k � 1:We will now show that \destroying" the odd hole by performing a node-path substitution makesthe frational solutions that would be ut by the odd wheel inequality automatially infeasible.This implies that in this situation a onept of inequality strengthening by lifting is not requiredfor the primal approah. We perform the same graph transformation as in the proof of Lemma 9for the odd hole, i.e., a node-path substitution along the pathP = (1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2k � 2; 2k � 1) .The resulting graph G0 is illustrated in Figure 11 for k = 3. Compared to the perfet graphobtained in the proof of Lemma 9, G0 only has the extra node h, whih is onneted to all theother nodes. Thus G0 is perfet as well.z23
z45
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Figure 11: Substitution of node (1) of the odd hole in an odd wheel of size 5It has already been pointed out that a lique formulation (8) of the weighted stable set problemis muh stronger than the node-edge formulation (7). In fat, when the maximal liques areemployed, the integrality onstraints in (9) an be dropped if the underlying graph G is perfet.Example 23 (Example 10, ontinued). Let us again onsider the transformation of the oddantihole C2k+1 arried out in Example 10. Let the problem be given in its omplete maximal-lique formulation, that is omposed of 2k + 1 liques of size k, among whih are the liques



19.Qodd and Qeven from Example 10. Let a basis be �xed suh that the node variable x1 andthe lique slak variables zQodd and zQeven are nonbasi. Then the lique-path substitution ofExample 10 is equivalent to the olumn operation substituting x1 by the variables:� x10 = x1 ^ zQodd,� x100 = x1 ^ zQeven .It is now easy to verify that in the formulation we obtain in this way all liques are maximal inthe resulting perfet graph (atually, in this partiular example we obtain the omplete maximal-lique formulation).However, this desirable property does not hold in general.The alternating-path substitution requires that the liquesQ2i[Q2i+1, i 2 f1; : : : ; lg be presentin the formulation F . In the ase that these liques are not maximal, to perform the alternating-path substitution we have to add the orresponding inequalities, whih are dominated.Now we onsider the identi�ation problem for odd alternating paths of liques. First weshow that an alternating-path substitution \uts o�" the frational point (xF ; zF ) obtained bya single pivoting step applied to a basi integer solution (xI ; zI). Moreover, suh an alternatingpath with R = ; an be found in polynomial time if it exists.De�nition 24. Let (xI ; zI) be a basi integer solution and let vi be a nonbasi variable. If thebasi solution obtained by pivoting in xv1 is frational, we all it a frational neighbor of (xI ; zI)and denote it by (xF ; zF ).Lemma 25. Let F be a formulation for the graph G, (xI ; zI) be a basi integer solution, and xv1a nonbasi variable. Assume that pivoting xv1 into the basis would produe a frational neigh-bor (xF ; zF ). Consider an alternating-path substitution along P = (v1; Q2;3; : : : ; Q2l;2l+1) andthe orresponding formulation F 0 = SP (F). Then the solution (xF ; zF ) is not feasible for themapping RP (F 0) on the spae of the initial variables (where R is the mapping de�ned in Obser-vation 19).Proof. Let yi = xv1 ^ zQ2i;2i+1 for i 2 f1; : : : ; lg and ur = xv1 ^xr for r 2 R be the new variablesobtained by substitution of v1. We denote by �x and �z the variables x and z, respetively,in the formulation F 0. The relations that de�ne the mapping R are satis�ed by all integersolutions. We will show that they are violated by the frational solution (xF ; zF ), an so that(xF ; zF ) 62 RP (F 0). First note that the variables zi for i 2 f1; : : : ; lg and xr for r 2 R arenonbasi both before and after the pivoting operation. From equations (10b), (10) and thenonnegativity of all variables, we obtain that the variables �zi and yi for i 2 f1; : : : ; lg, and �xrand ur for all r 2 R must have value zero in the solution orresponding to (xF ; zF ). But at thesame time xv1 > 0, that is at least one of the variables yi for i 2 f1; : : : ; lg or ur for all r 2 Rattains a positive value. This is a ontradition.Observation 26. Lemma 25 is valid as long as the variables zi for i 2 f1; : : : ; lg and xr forr 2 R are equal to zero for both the solutions (xI ; zI) and (xF ; zF ). Therefore, these variablesdo not have to be neessarily nonbasi.



20.In the following, we shall onsider the alternating-path substitution in the ase of R = ;. Inthis ase the path of liques is in fat a yle, so an assoiated tableau has the following form:Pj2Q1;2 xj � 1Pj2Q2;3 xj + z1 = 1Pj2Q3;4 xj � 1. . . ...Pj2Q2l;2l+1 xj + zl = 1Pj2Q2l+1[fv1g xj � 1If we perform the substitution of xv1 , the equations in the above system an be rewritten asfollows: Pj2Q2;3 xj + �z1 + y1 = 1. . . . . . . . .Pj2Q2l;2l+1 xj + �zl + yl = 1where yi = xv1 ^ zi for all i 2 f1; : : : ; lg, and, therefore, xv1 = Pli=2 yi and zi = �zi + yi. Bysubstituting y1 = xv1�Pli=2 yi in the �rst equation and then summing up all of them, we obtainthe relation lXi=1 � Xj2Q2i;2i+1xj�+ xv1 + lXi=1 �zi = l. (11)If the liques Q1; : : : ; Q2l+1 are pairwise disjoint, this is a lifted odd-hole inequality resultingfrom the odd hole of length 2l+1 of nodes v1; v2; v3; v4; : : : ; v2l; v2l+1, where vi an be any nodein Qi for i 2 f2; : : : ; 2l + 1g. This means that performing the alternating-path substitution is atleast as strong as adding a lifted odd-hole ut to the problem.Theorem 27. Let F be a formulation and let (xI ; zI) denote a basi integer solution. Supposethat there exists an alternating-path substitution alongP = (v1; Q2;3; : : : ; Q2l;2l+1)suh that the inequality orresponding to eah of the liques Q2;3; : : : ; Q2l;2l+1 oinides with or isdominated by one of the lique inequalities in F and R = ;. Then one an �nd suh a substitutionin polynomial time in the size of F . Moreover, the frational neighbor (xF ; zF ) that would havebeen obtained by pivoting xv1 into the basis is infeasible for the formulation RP (SP (F)).Proof. Let f Q̂i : i 2 K g be liques orresponding to the inequalities inF . We build a digraphH0where eah node represents a lique Q̂i whose orresponding variable is nonbasi. We also havean additional node assoiated with the olumn xv1 to be substituted. For eah lique Q̂i withnonbasi slak variable, let xji be the unique variable suh that ji 2 Qi and xIji = 1 in thepresent basi integer solution. We have an ar labeled (i;m; k) from lique Q̂i to lique Q̂k ifthere exists an index m 2 K suh that:Q̂i \ Q̂m 6= ; and Q̂m \ Q̂k 6= ;; (12a)ji 62 Q̂m whereas jk 2 Q̂m. (12b)



21.The node assoiated with the variable xv1 is onneted to the liques following the same rules,i.e., there exists an ar labeled (0;m; k) from xv1 to a lique Q̂k not ontaining xv1 if there existsan index m 2 K suh that: xv1 2 Q̂m and Q̂m \ Q̂k 6= ;; (13a)jk 2 Q̂m. (13b)For ars labeled (k;m; 0) from a lique Q̂k to xv1 the last ondition must be modi�ed toread jk 62 Q̂m.Suppose there exists a direted yle in H0 passing through xv1 ,C = (xv1 ; (0;m1; k1); Q̂k1 ; (k1;m2; k2); Q̂k2 ; : : : ; Q̂kl ; (kl;ml+1; 0); xv1).We an onstrut an odd path of liques from C as follows. For i 2 f1; : : : ; lg, letQ2i = Q̂mi \ Q̂ki ,Q2i+1 = Q̂ki \ Q̂mi+1 :Sine jki 2 Q2i for i 2 f1; : : : ; lg, the liques Q2i;2i+1 = Q2i [Q2i+1 are tight at (xI ; zI). Notethat eah lique Q2i;2i+1 oinides with or is dominated by the lique Q̂ki that is present inthe formulation. After introduing nonbasi variables for the slaks of Q2i;2i+1 (unless alreadypresent), the path P = (v1; Q2;3; : : : ; Q2l;2l+1) learly is an odd alternating path of liques (seeFigure 12). Conversely, every odd alternating path of liques that oinide with or are dominated
Q3Q2
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Figure 12: Construting an odd alternating path of liquesby liques in the urrent formulation orresponds to a direted yle C in H0. Hene, we an�nd them in polynomial time in the size of F by deteting direted yles in the auxiliarydigraph H0. By Lemma 25, the frational solution (xF ; zF ) obtained by pivoting xv1 into thebasis is infeasible for RP (SP (F)).Note that the digraph H0 de�ned in the proof of Theorem 27 an be replaed by a diretedmulti-graph, where two liques Q̂i and Q̂k are onneted by parallel ars (i;m; k) for eah m 2 Ksatisfying the above onditions.



22.We have noted before that an alternating-path substitution is equivalent to adding a liftedodd-hole ut (11). In a dual-type method, one is interested in �nding the ut from a given lassthat is most violated by the urrent solution. We an solve the analogous problem in our primalsetting:Proposition 28. The problem of �nding the alternating-path substitution of the type as inTheorem 27, whose orresponding inequality (11) is the most violated by a frational neighbor(xF ; zF ) of a basi integral solution (xI ; zI), an be solved in polynomial time in the size of F .Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 27. Let H be the graph onstrutedfollowing the same rules used for H0, but with nodes assoiated with all lique inequalities thatare tight at (xI ; zI). Let us now de�ne a digraph H 0 where the nodes are de�ned by all thosesubliques obtained by the intersetions of all the liques Q̂i that orrespond to the nodes of Hwith the liques Q̂m for all the ars (i;m; k) and (k;m; i) of H. The graph H 0 inherits all thears of H and has ars between the pairs of subliques of the same original lique Q̂i. We de�nethe weight on eah ar e = (Q0; Q00) aswe = 1� Xj2Q0[Q00xFj . (14)Note that we � 0 as Q0[Q00 is a subset of a lique in the formulation. Now the minimum weightdireted odd yle in H 0 passing through xv1 yields the alternating-path substitution for xv1orresponding to the most violated onstraint (11).Note that the algorithm desribed in the proof is in fat a modi�ation of the standardalgorithm for separating odd-hole inequalities [9℄, but in this primal setting we have to deal withdireted graphs instead of undireted ones, and every yle of H 0 passing through xv1 is odd.Observation 29. If F ontains an inequality for eah lique of G of size at most h, thenProposition 28 gives an exat polynomial time primal separation proedure for all the inequalitiesof type (11). Note that for h = 3, inequalities of type (11) inlude all the odd-hole and the odd-wheel inequalities. The standard separation for these inequalities is also possible in polynomialtime with a minor hange of the proedure given in Proposition 28.Finally, we shall briey mention a possible way to exploit a solution algorithm for the weightedstable set problem. Suppose we are in the situation where an integral tableau for a maximumweighted stable set is given, but the linear-programming erti�ate for optimality is still missing,as in Example 21. The idea is to substitute olumns with positive redued ost along oddalternating paths of liques, until a tableau is obtained where eah olumn has nonpositiveredued ost. In line with this idea, a riterion for �nding an alternating-path substitution,alternative to the one of Proposition 28, is given by the following.Problem 30 (Column substitution problem). Let G = (V;E) be a graph and S � V astable set in G. Let (xI ; zI) be a basi feasible solution orresponding to S in a formulation F .Let xv1 be a nonbasi variable in N with positive redued ost. Does there exist an odd alternatingpath of liques P = (v1; Q2;3; : : : ; Q2l;2l+1) in the given formulation, suh that the substitutionalong P yields a tableau where all the new olumns have nonpositive redued ost?If suh an odd path P exists, then we know that we an replae the nonbasi variable x1 ofpositive redued ost by new olumns, aording to Lemma 20, all having nonpositive reduedost.
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